Prepositions of Time

Use the prepositions in the box to complete the sentences (if necessary)

| at          | in           | on          | for         | since       |

1. The meeting is _____ half past two _____ the afternoon _____ next Monday.

2. Ghana has been an independent country _____ 1957.


4. This house dreadfully gets cold _____ winter, especially nights. We nearly froze to death _____ last Christmas.

5. Oxford has been a centre of learning _____ more than a thousand years.

6. It's our fifth anniversary next month. We got married _____ 1966 _____ 17th of September.

7. England and Scotland have been united _____ 1707.

8. Come round _____ lunch time and have something to eat. You haven't eaten anything _____ eight hours.

9. It's nearly four hundred years _____ Shakespeare's birth.

10. We normally start lunch _____ about two _____ the afternoon _____ weekends.